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Nalini Malani
Bombay
October 1989

These sets of my pictures fall into
five separate aeries. I am interested
in dealing with very diverse issues
that correlate a t times but can
remain quite distinct from each
other. I do believe that it is possible
for a visual artist to observe, cogitate
and ponder over numerous ideas and
themes in his or her work using different means, just as a writer's oeuvre may span poetry, play-writing,
novel-writing and even criticism.

I am interested in having conversations.with artists of the past, who
have played a role in my art perceptions. The works entitled 'Re-thinking Raja Ravi Verma' and 'Marsha
and the Vermeer Women' are from
this series. 'Of Monsters and Angels :
a Fable' is about re-inventing figures
froin the miniature painting traditions and placing them in post-colonial times, signified by the appearance of the occidental angel.
Another series manifests the city my city, Bombay - the areas and
locales that I encounter everyday.
Beneath the mundane skin lies an
alternate world which reveals itself

only when it is not being 'looked' at;
when it is absorbed in itself and does
not rise to meet your gaze.

!

I am curious about the possibility of
painting states of one's mind. I do not
wish to be mystical a t all. Here, I
refer to emotions that grip one in the
ordinary context of one's life : oppression, anxiety, self-absorption, anger.
A sub-text of this series are the pictures about control and duplicity.

!

Finally, I do pictures out of a passion
ate obsession with the human face. I
walk down my street where my studio is situated in Lohar Chawl (Bomhay). It is the paatiwala waiting in
the rain for a quick assignment, or
the boys who run errands for the
Udipi restaurant, or the old widow
who I meet going up and down the
stairs, who lives in her memories of
being an actress a t one time. I do not
know whether this is truth or fantasy. I am obsessed with 'getting into'
these people that have secret lives
that I will never know. However, all I
can do is recall them from my memory and to achieve the 'right' inflexion
of muscle or a wince of the lips.
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What prompted you to begin painting, and how did this interest relate
to your childhood experiences?
I was born in the village of
Sanjaya, Gujarat, where my father
was a school teacher. No one in the
house drew or painted except for rangoli or floor designs for festivals.
When I was fifteen years old, I was
mamed to Manu Parekh, who was
then eighteen. Manu was a student
of art and it was after he came into
my life that I met artists and
painters, and also watched Manu
paint day and night. We were then
living in Bombay, in a tiny little
room, and went to the galleries and
saw almost every exhibition that
happened to be on. But I never forgot, nor have forgotten, the sights
and sounds of my village; I carry
them with me everywhere, and
although they are often combined
with elements I have imbibed living
in the city, they still endure :the animals, the fields, the festivals, the
bright embroidered skirts the young
girls wore, our games.
. . . . . during my first pregnancy I started drawing a t Manu's
insistence. He thought he would like

to see me draw, to begin expressing
myself with my bands. He brought
piper and ink, placed it before me
and set me my first exercise, showing
me how small shapes and abstract
motifs were made and arranged. I
think he felt I had an instinctive feeling for design.

And what were your earliest drawings like?
Manu set simple exercises
for me based on squares, circles, dots,
lines and so on. These would keep
changing, he would enjoy and criticise my work, telling me how to use
space, how to move the designs
about. These were done in black and
white, and I gradually began using
colour as well. Near my village there
is the Swaminarayan Temple a t a
place called Vadatal. This temple has
a painted ceiling on which mythological subjects are described. The
colours of these pictures and many
other things have stayed in my memory. For example we also decorated
our cows for occasions, painting our
palms and stamping their flanks with
the dye; it made a clear and lovely
pattern. The oxen wore brightly
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soloured and ornamented cloth covers
on their curved smooth horns. Colour
was an intimate and familiar sight.
When I started painting later, I
realised that I was using this colour
as well as the feeling for design and
tiny details that I had done in my ink
drawings, but of course it was not
mnsciously done.
How did you feel when you began
parnting rn oils? I also wonder how
thls affected your cHorce of subject,
the way the narratrue m yourptctures moues?
. . . . . a drawing is easier to
control because I always used a
smaller sized paper - it's intimate.
The differencebetween the two also
depends on the feel of the pen or the
brush. With ink you can rush around
the paper very fast. With oil you
must go sltsw, you have to be conscious and mnfident - so even though
you have more space to express yourself in, the challenge is greater and
progress slow. When I begm paintmg,
I hardly ever pre-plan my subject, so
I have no great difficultyin adapting
it to any scale. I start at any point in

the canvas that suits me, and fmm
there on the painting grows like a
tree or a creeper. I may paint an animal, add a tree, watel: stars, people
and so on. Things keep changing as I
work. In one painting I did of Kali
(the Goddess) I tried to paint a red
hibiscus at her feet. I had trouble
with the petals, and as I doodled with
the edges, the yellow tipped stamen
turned into a bird's head and the
petals into feathers. The painting
was not religious at all. It was just a
painting of Kali, surrounded by interesting and attractive things.
My subject always includes
images of things that affect me. My
compositions are flexible, although I
like to give the painting a clear overall design.

As yourpaintrng or drawrnggrows
organi~allybeneath your hands, do
you imagine its effecton the uiewer
or audience as well?
I'm not conscious of an audience. I think of an audience as a
great massive crowd of people. It is
extremely interesting to know what
they think and say. But' I am not

close to them. I don't know them,
what they think and see and feel.
What shall I speak to them about?
What happens to fmgmented memones when you begin togrve them
form? How do they become the story
rtselfl
In a painting you use both
heart and mind, even when you work
fmm instinct. . . . . all these emotions,
sad or happy, mmbine to give the
images their meaning. So the forms
keep changing meaning and relationships according to the way you
respond to your world. In the meantime a hand can turn irtto a peacock,
a face into a flower, a eloud into a little man, until the picture is finished.
You see what I mean? It is related to
you, to what you see and what you
feel. The story is complete when the
painting is complete.

'Collated and trandated fmm the onanal
H m d ~New
,
Delh~,15 June 1981
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Kasauli Art Camp, 1976,1980.
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Turkey, 1985.
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The air is full of an infinite number
of images of the things
which are distkbuted through it
and all of these ore represented in all
all in one, and all in each.
Accordingly if two mirrors be placed
io as to exactly face each other
the first will be reflected in the second
and the second in the first.
Now the first being reflected
in the second
carries to it its own images
together with all the images
reflected in it, among these being
the image ofthe seeand mirror
and so it continues from image to image
,
on tq infinity
in such a way
that each minor has an infinite
number of mirrors within it
each smaller than the last
and one inside another.
By this example it is clearly proved
that each thing trammits its i m g e
to all places where it is visible
and conversely this thing is able
to receive into itself
all the images of the things
which are facing it.
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From the age of six I had a mania
for drawing the shapes of thuzgs.
When I was fifty I kod published
a universe of designs.
Bud all I h a w done
before the age ofseventy
i s not worth bothering with.
At seventy-fiw I h a w learned
someth~ngof the pattern of nature,
ofanimals of plants, of trees, b~rds,
fish and mds.
When Z a m eighty
you wilt see real progress.
At ninety I shall haue cut my way
deeply into the mystery of lit2 itself
At a hundred I shall be
o nurmUous artrst.
At a hundred and ten
&rythrng I crwte, a dot, a ice,
willjump to life as never befire.
3b all of you who are gocng to live
as long as I do
Ipromise to keep my word.
I a m writing this m my old age.
I used to call myselfHokusar
but today I sign myself

%-Old-Man-Mad-About-Drawing"
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Insomnia 3

In my e n o m u s city it is night,
as from my sleeping house Igo out,
and people think perhaps I'm a daughter or wife
but in my mind rs one thought only night.
The July wind now sweeps a way for me.
Fmm somewhere, wome window, mksic though faint.
The wind can b l m until the dawn today,
in through the fine walls ofthe breast rib-cage.
Black poplars wmndows, filled with light.
Music from h ~ g Abuildings, in my hand a flower.
Look at my steps following nobody
h k at my shadow, nothing's here of me.
The lights are like threads ofgolden beads
in my mouth is the taste ofthe night leaf
Liberate me from the bonds of day,
my friends, understand :I'm nothing but your dream

Marina Ibuetayeua

Manna Apa%
Garden
158cmtl73ern
lil an Canvas
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